
SOLID AND SAFE



OUR HISTORY
SIAT was established in Genoa in 1967 as insurance company specialized in 
Marine Insurance by a joint venture between a top italian industrial group and 
some leading shipowners. From the first years it begins to expand its business 
abroad, in particular in european countries with the target to set up a leader 
company specialized in maritime and shipping industry.   

In this way the Company develops a significant international experience 
and vocation. 



SIAT TODAY
The mission of the Company is based to supply complete and “tailor made” 
insurance solutions to clients such as shipowners and manufacturers or traders 
together with linked support and assistance activities.

SIAT is part of Unipol Group, first “non life” group in Italy, fifth 
in Europe.



OUR BUSINESS

HULL 
SIAT within Marine Insurance guarantees the widest coverage against all risks 
of shipping, able to insure under international clauses for any kind of fleet.

It offers different covers for pleasure crafts, all kind of cargo vessels, passengers 
vessels, as well as related coverage extensions.
The Company underwrites the biggest italian and foreign fleets and it is leader 
of italian market and important worldwide international player. 

Within this branch are covered shipyards, starting from builder risks 
to repair and storage risks.

AVIATION
SIAT through Aviation branch underwrites specific insurance coverages such as 
accidents, injuries, liability, hull losses, loss of patent intended for aeronautical 
operators.
Furthermore SIAT, abreast of the times, offers the modern Drones policy.



OTHER SECTORS
As part of its specialization SIAT offers moreover several different insurance 
covers related to other sectors, in particular:

Weather risks insurance

CARGO
SIAT underwrites risks linked to all kind of transported goods, thanking to 
a consolidated leader position in the cargo market with decades technical 
experience. 

The Company in this sector offers a top quality service based on high level of 
professionalism and know-how working through specialized both national and 
international brokers and agents.

The branch is reference for:
Carriers, forwarders, terminal operators
Manufacturers, traders
World of fine art



Total written premium income year 2015:
Euro 122 millions

46 Millions
76 Millions

CARGO

HULL

PREMIUM INCOME



 OUR BUSINESS:
 Marine and Aviation Insurance and Reinsurance

 OUR CLIENTS:
Shipowners, Shipyards, pleasure craft/yacht Owners. 

Industries, Traders, Carriers, Shipping Agents, Multimodal and Terminal 
Operators, museum and fine art Operators and Collectors. 

Airports, Handlers, general aviation Operators.

Hull: 

Cargo:

Aviation:



SIAT 
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Phone (+39) 010.5546.1 
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